
“THE 
ENTREPRENEUR”  

Andrew owns and operate a small business with 25 employees.  He 
makes decisions every day on how to better benefit employees, 
increase revenue, increase value of product/service, balancing 
time with family/business, and among many others.  Andrew is 
extremely focused on his business which leads to some challenges 
with time, organization, and potential liquidity in financial picture. 

It is a passion of mine to provide advice-based planning for people 
like Andrew “The Entrepreneur.” Growing up in a family business 
household allowed me to understand the challenges/advantages 
for the business and family. 

Our team typically begins with any initial pain points that need to 
be addressed. We then start our personal financial planning process 
for the family which includes generational planning. Then we move 
into company value adds like key employee retention strategies, 
employee benefit audit, finance education, and business exit 
strategies.  We prioritize a team approach to planning and make 
sure proper professionals are established in each area of “The 
Entrepreneur’s” life.   



“THE FAMILY” John and Jane are married with 3 children.  Between managing their family, careers, and 
finances their day to day is extremely busy with little time to spare.  They are constantly focused 
on bettering the life of themselves and family.  John and Jane make a good salary and save 
their money in the typical areas- 401(k), HSA, Savings Account, etc.  To their friends and 
colleagues, they are perceived as having ”everything taken care of” but in reality, they are 
unsure if their current strategies are going to give them the best probability of success to their 
goals.  Due to time being so limited John and Jane have challenges with organization, having 
time to create a financial plan and their asset location strategy. 

Naturally, I gravitate to people like John and Jane since I am working through similar 
challenges having a family myself.  As I continue to build my family and embark on the 
blessings and challenges that brings, I understand the importance of taking the necessary time 
to have a financial plan and certain financial systems in place.  I have a passion to help 
successful families along their journey by create a trusting, fiduciary relationship to have the 
ability to provide advice in accomplishing their goals.

Our team starts by taking our clients through a unique personal financial planning process that 
results in complete organization of family's financials, a well-designed plan towards goals with 
focus on positioning assets in most efficient places, family protection planning, and access to 
myself and team to navigate decisioning making and how it effects the family’s planning.  
Providing financial education to the children of the families we work with provides additional 
value for “The Family” so the next generation build good financial habits. We also help in the 
overall investment management strategy based on when capital is needed and risk profile.  
We actively manage our clients' portfolios by taking a diversified approach and adjust based 
on research, market trends, and fund selection. 



“THE 
PROFESSIONAL” 

Tim is a professional that is very career focused. He is one of the top 
sales representative and manages a team at a tech startup. He 
does not necessarily have a plan for his long-term future, but his 
priorities are career advancement, creating a better future, and 
flexibility for his hobbies/passions. Tim has vesting stock options every 
quarter from his company and a good salary that has created a 
large surplus in his cash flow. He has challenges with diversification, 
where to deploy capital, and having strategic financial planning 
direction. 

I have a passion to be a part of planning “The Professional’s” future 
and work together on positioning assets to maximize that future. I 
get energy from these type of people and love the potential 
complexities this type of planning brings, due to high concentrated 
stock positions.   

Our team helps ”The Professional” by building a stock 
options/investment diversification plan, an asset location strategy 
for each stage of life, deployment of capital plan, a financial plan 
helping with goal discovery, and providing financial projections. 



“The EXPERT” Meaghan is a physician that specializes in pediatrics. Her primary focus is on helping 
others and being a leader in her field. Adam is a scientist that is working on a project 
that identifies key factors that lead to longevity in humans' lives.  They both deal with 
challenges with time management. The ”Expert” typically does not have a wholistic 
financial plan, but bits and pieces of planning or products since they are in fields that 
get sold products more than engage in financial planning. The “Expert” are specialists 
and problem solvers in their given field like medical professionals (physicians, 
registered nurses, etc.) and scientists.

My passion behind ”The Expert” is to work with people that focus on helping others 
and are leading problem solvers in their industry. Their desire to help others and 
motivation on their work is truly inspiring.

Many of these “Experts” are so focused on work and specialties that they do not take 
time to think about their financial planning. Our value add is to get them to take a 
step back from their day-to-day and go through a wholistic financial planning process 
focused on organization, systems, and goals, not necessarily products.  Since they are 
specialist in their field, they value partnering with a professional team for their financial 
planning and investment management. Having a team to leverage, bounce ideas 
off, and build different scenarios as their lives develop is a priority.


